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CURVED ELEMENTS IN A MIXED FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
CLOSE TO THE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
JAROSLAV HASLINGER, IVAN HLAVACEK 
(Received May 22, 1974) 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently we have derived a new type of mixed finite element method [1], [2] 
which gives approximate solutions to the Dirichlet boundary problems for one 
elliptic equation and for the system of plane elasticity. The Galerkin approximations 
are vector-functions, converging to the a priori chosen components of co-gradient 
(or of the stress tensor) and to the solution itself. # 
The present paper extends the method of [1] to domains with smooth boundary, 
using the curved elements along the boundary. Some L2-error estimates are presented, 
similar to those of [1]. Although only one equation is considered here, the same 
approach is applicable to the elliptic systems such as in [2]. 
In Section 1 we recall the main features of mixed finite element model of [1]. 
Section 2 shows the application of two types of curved elements, namely (i) the ele­
ments, describing the boundary segments exactly, analyzed by Zlamal [3] and (ii) 
the elements, interpolating the boundary segments, the theory of which was given 
by Ciarlet and Raviart [4]. In Section 3 we apply in particular the quadratic inter­
polation of the boundary. 
1. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION AND A MIXED 
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 
First let us present notation, used throughout the paper. Consider a bounded 
domain Q c: En with a Lipschitz boundary F (cf. [5] for the definition of a Lipschitz 
boundary). By ££{X, Y) we denote the space of linear, bounded mappings from X 
into 7. 
Wk,2(Q), k ^ 0, integer, will denote the Sobolev space of functions, the generalized 
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derivatives of which up to the order k are elements of L2(Q) (square-integrable). 
Using ( . ; .) for the scalar product in L2(Q), we introduce the norm in W
k,2(Q) by 
IMk* - [ I (D*»> ^ ) ] 1 / 2 
I * I = * 
and the system of seminorms by 
l»U = [ S (I^; - ^ ) ] 1 / 2 0' ̂ f e ) 
1*1=1 
where 
and at- are non-negative integers. 
In case k = 0 we set W°'2(.Q) = L2(-2) and write simply | | t; | | 0 f f l = \\v\\Q. Moreover, 
the subscript Q is omitted if any misunderstanding is not possible. 
WQ'2(Q) denotes the subspace of W1,2(Q) of functions, the traces of which vanish 
on F. 
A repeated Latin index implies always summation over the range 1,2,..., n, 
unless exceptions are stated explicitely. 
In the present Section we give a brief summary of some results of [1], which will 
be used later. 
Let us consider the following problem 
(i . i ) au 
д2u 
дXi дxj 
= / in ß , 
u = 0 on r, 
where / e L2(Q), atj = const, form a symmetric positive definite matrix n x n. 
The weak solution of (1.1) is defined as a function of W10'
2(Q), which minimizes the 
quadratic functional <£(u) = \A(u, u) — (/; u) on the space W\,2(Q), where 
4"*г)-Ңí; £} 
Let us introduce 
JT = [W1,2(Q)]n 
and the bilinear form B(A, fi) on #? x J f as follows: 
(1.2) B(X, ft) = (b^; fij) - y_1(div X - ocjXj; div \i - ccjfXj) 
where bt7 are elements of a matrix inverse to [a*;], a = (a l9 . . . , a„) is a constant 
non-zero vector, y = a^a^-, div X = dXj/dxj = XJJ. In [1] we have shown the con-
nection between the solution of (1.1) and the solution of the following problem: 
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to find X° ejf, such that 
(1.3) B(X°9 ii) - y-\f; div fi - a^*) V/* e JtT . 
The connection is given by the 
Theorem 1. Let the weak solution Of(lA) u belong to W2,2(Q) n Wl0
,2(Q)for any 
f e L2(Q). Then (1.3) has precisely one solution X° e 34? and it holds : 
(1.4) X°t = au (— + ocju\, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n 
(1.4') ii = / _ 1 ( - f - div A0 + a;A°) 
(1-5) E 114II + IIdiv A01| < c | / | | 
\ / t—j II u l l II II — II*7 II 
i = l 
whire c is a constant independent of f. 
R e m a r k l.L The relation (1.3) is necessary and sufficient to the fact, that the sta-
tionary value of the functional 
<f(X) = (bijX-, Xj) - y - ^ d i v X - ajXj + f\\2 
is attained at X — X°. 
R e m a r k 1.2. The regularity assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied e.g. if F e C00 
or if Q c E2 is a convex polygon and atj = dtj. 
On the basis of (1.3) the Galerkin approximations can be defined [1]. Here we 
present only a survey of results, which will be needed in what follows. For simplicity 
let us restrict ourselves only to the model problem 
(1.6) ~Au=f in Q ~ En 
u = 0 on F . 
A more complex problem, namely that for the system of equations of linear plane 
elasticity, has been analyzed in [2]. 
Let us set 
(1.7) QC1 - oc2 - ... = an^l == 0, an = a 
and define 
(1.8) a = a0h"
1~£ 
where h e (0, 1>, a0 > 0, s > 0. 
Introducing 
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we obtain from (1.4) 
Ai ~ r~- , i = 1,..., n - 1 ; An = — + u . 
ox,- a0 dxn 
Substituting for A-,, ,wn, we may write 
5(Al5..., An; /t l5..., iin) = B(A1?..., ln; ^ , . . . , ft,), 
___ n - l 
(1 .9 ) B(Al5..., An; ixu . . . , ft,) = Z 0 ^ i"1) +
 a 2 ( ^ ; A,) -
1=i 
j » - l n - l 
~ " 1 ( Z ^ j + ^n,n - a 2 l M ; Z ML1 + *Kn ~ «
2 f t . ) = 
CC 7=1 7=1 
n - l n - l n - l 
= £ J^ lX^I - My) + Z ^nj(k, 11 j) + Z ^jn(h ft.) + ^nn(^n> ft,) 
/,7=1 j=l j=l 
where 
(1.10) s/tj(Xi9 nj) = 5£J.(AJ; A*,-) - a~
2(AM; jijfi) i,f = 1,..., n - 1 (no sum) 
-s?nj(%n> h) = ( - a " 1 ^ + An; /tjj) j = 1,..., n - 1 
</n(A/> ft.) = (A/,/* -a""1/2«,n + ft,) I = 1, ..., « ~ 1 
^nnC4, ft.) = - & . „ ; ft.,n) + a[(lw>„; ft,) + (I„; ft.fB)] 
Moreover, let us introduce another bilinear form 
(1.11) B(A1?..., An; pu ...,ft,) = B(Al5 ...,An; /X-L, —» -ft„) = 
n — 1 n - l n — 1 
= £ ^ij(^h Hj) + Z <<X^> Vj) - Z ^ » (
A i » fti) - <^nn(%n> fin) -
»\1 1=1 1=1 
It is readily seen that the problem to find 1° = (A?,..., An) e Jf such that 
n - l 
(1.12) £(A?,..., I„°; /*!,..'., jQ = a"2(/; £ j . y j - a/Z„,„ + a
2/.„) V/Z e j f 
is equivalent to (1.3). 
In order to define Galerkin approximations, we introduce two families of finite-




l'\Q), Vhncz W^\Q) , 
(ii) (Approximability) 3x £ 2, V» s W*-2(<2) 3jf e F»: 
\\v - X\\j ^ ch"-J\\v\\x ; 
3x„ ^ 2, Vw e W"-\Q) n Wtf'^Q) -ty 6 ^„ 
\\w - +1 ^ cK"-s\v\\Xn (j = 0,1). 
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(iii) (Inverse inequality) A constant C exists, independent of % and h9 such that 
for sufficiently small h and any %eVh 
Denote 
IІXІІI ^ ch-l\\X\\ . 
K M „ ) = ( Г A Г 1 x Vhncz{W
l-\Q)y. 
We say that an element Ih e V(h, hn) is a Galerkin approximation to the solution 
1° = (A?,..., i°) of the problem (1.12) if 
(1.13) B(l", H) = a-\f; £ HJJ - «/!„,„ + a2/ž„) V/Z € V(h, /z,) 
1=1 
In [1] the following rate of convergence is proved for the Galerkin approximations: 
Theorem 2. Let the solution u of the problem (1.6) belong to Wq,2(Q) n W0
i,2(Q)9 
where q ^ max (x + 1, xn) and to W
2,2(Q) for any f e L2(Q). Then for sufficiently 
small h the Galerkin approximations are defined uniquely by (1.13) and it holds 
(1.14) 
л - 1 
E 




_<3u _ ť _ * 
ðx„ öx„ 
+ ll« - £11 ú 
^ clh"'1 + hz + h-1/i^ + h:""1] Hl«,. 
2. SPACES OF CURVED FINITE ELEMENTS 
In the error estimate (1.14) the essential role is played by the assumptions (i), (ii), 
(iii), which are imposed on the spaces Vh9 Vhn. In [1] we have dealt with the most 
simple application of Theorem 2, namely with the case that a plane domain Q is 
a convex polygon and Vh9 Vhn are spaces of triangular elements. 
It is the aim of the present paper to study the case Q c En9 F e C
k+1
9 where k ^ 1 
is an integer. Here we shall consider also curved elements along the boundary. The 
section will be divided into two parts. In part A we sketch the technique developed 
in [3] for the case that the curved side of the boundary elements (in E2) coincides 
exactly with the corresponding arc of the boundary F, while in part B we shall employ 
the elements, the curved side of which approximate F only (see [4]). 
As the proof of (iii) goes through analogously in the both parts A and B, first 
we prove an auxiliary lemma. To this end we introduce a new equivalent norm in 
Wk'2(Q). Let u e Wka(Q). By means of DJ u(x) e &((En)
J
9 £_), (j ^ k) we denote 
j-th derivative of u at the point x. 
Define 
[ P M »)] . supl^MfpA {,.-. 
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and set 
(2-i) [[«]]*,« = (ZM2,»)1/2> 
j = o 
where 
,1/2 [»L-,« = (|fi[I>
J'«W]2d^ 
It is readily verified that such constants cuc2 > 0 exist, independent of u, tha t 
(2.2) Cl\u\JtQ S \u\JiQ ^ c2\u\JtQ (0=JS k) 
Let K c: En be a fixed domain with Lipschitz boundary , F a C^diffeomorphism 
between K and K = F(fC) and P c W1>2(K) a finite-dimensional space of functions 
defined on K. If we denote by Pj the space of polynomials of the degree at most j , 
then it holds usually Pm c P c Pn(m ^ n integers) in practice. 
Let us set 
(2.3) P = {p; 3p e P, p(x) = p(F'1(x)), where x = F(x), x e £ } . 
Then dim P = dim P and P cz W1,2(K) (cf. [ 5 ] , chpt. 2, § 3). 
Lemma 3 . For p e P it holds 
r supjj^x)!!1/2 
(2.4) Hl i^ss- i + »«p[I^W-^7177^1 IIPIU 
xeK mf JF(x)| 
I xe£ J 
where c does not depend on p and K. 
P r o o f . peP=>p = P(F'1(x)), peP; Dp(x) £ = Dp(F'1(x)) DF'%(x) £ £ e £„ ; 
[Dp(x)] £ [DP«] [ ^ " ' M ] , (x - P-(x)) 
(2.5) [p]UK = f f [Dp(x)]
2 dxV /2 ^ sup [DF-^x)] sup |JF(x)|*/
2 [p]uR 
where JF(x) is the value of the Jacobian of the mapping F at x. As P is a finite-
dimensional space and D a linear operator, we obtain 
(2.6) M l , t S 8 M o , £ = agj , (x ) |Mx)"
2
S a i n 7 M| 7 l2 
j ^ E W I 
xєK 
T h e assertion of the lemma follows from (2.2), (2.5) and (2.6). 
A . Let us restrict ourselves t o the domains Q cz E2 with the b o u n d a r y F e C
f c + 1 
(k ^ 1, k integer) . Let Ql9 Q2 e F, g 3 e Q. By the curved element K we call a closed 
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set bounded with the straight-line segments 6163* 6263 and the boundary arc 6162-
Let h be the maximal side (0 < h ^ 1) and $ the minimal angle of the triangle 
616263- Assume that such 90 > 0 exists independent of h, such that $ g S0 if 
h ~>0. 
Let K be the triangle with the following vertices: P± = [0, 0], P2 = [1, 0], P3 = 
= [0, 1]. If we know the parametric representation of 6162* w e maY construct the 
mapping F(£, n) = \xx(^, n); x2(^, 7/)] which is a C
k-diffeomorphism K onto K 
for h sufficiently small (cf. [3]). 
Moreover, for the Jacobian JF of the mapping F and the inverse mapping F"
1 
we have the following estimates 
(2.7) Cih
2 g \jP(i,tj)\ g c2h
2 v [ ^ ] e £ , 
where cl9 c2 are positive constants independent of K and h; 
(2.8) [DF-^xJ] = ch-
1 Vx = [xt, x2]eK. 
According to [3], P = P2m-i> (
m = 1, 2, ...), the polynomials being determined 
uniquely by the following conditions 
(2.9) Dip(Pj) \i\ = m- l,j = 1,2,3 
Dl p(P0) \i\ = m — 2, P0 is the centre of gravity 
of R and for m = 1 the conditions at P0 are not included. The derivatives in (2.9) 
are taken in the sense of § 1. 
We can easily derive a local variant of the inverse inequalities. 
Lemma 4, For Mp e P (defined by means of (2.3)) and sufficiently small h it holds 
(2-10) |H|1 > K g ch-
l\\p\\K 
where c is independent of h, p and the element K. 
Proof. Follows immediately from (2.4), (2.7) and (2.8). 
Next let us construct the "triangulation" 3"h of Q, i.e. let us represent Q as the sum 
of a finite number both of curved elements along the boundary T and of internal 
triangular elements, satisfying the usual requirements imposed on their mutual 
position. Each "triangulation" ZTh will be characterized by the two following para-
meters: h is the maximal side and $ the minimal angle of all "triangles" Kt- e 3~h. 
Assume that 2Th is regular, i.e. a constant 30 > 0 exists, independent of h such that 
i9 _ 90 if h -> 0. Note that each straight element-triangle can be analyzed by means 
of the isoparametric technique as an affine image of &. The local inverse inequality 
(2.10) holds for straight elements (see e.g. [6]) as well as the approximability (see 
e-g. [3], [4]). 
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Define 
(2.11) Vh = {v e C(Q) n W
l-\Q), v\Kt e P, ViC; 6 ^ A } 
Vhn= {veVh; p| r = 0} . 
Remark 2.L We can consider more general cases, when the basic space P used 
for Vh is different from that used for Vh2. 
The properties of approximability of spaces Vh9 Vhl are given in the following 
Theorem 3. (cf. [3]) Let 2Th be a regular triangulation ofQ9Fe C
k+1, u e Wk'2(Q) 
k = m + 1, m — 1. Then there exists a function % e Vh9 such that: 
(2.12) ||u - x\\j* = ch*~Jlu\\UtQ , ; = 0,1 ; % = min (2m, fc), 
where c does not depend on w, h. 
An analogous theorem is true for u e Wk,2(Q) n W0
1,2(Q) and its approximation 
in the space Vhl. 
Theorem 4. It holds 
(2.13) |p |1 > n ^ ch-^vja V»6 F» (P 6 F„2) 
wii*/z a constant c independent of v9 h. 
Proof follows immediately from (2.10) and the local inverse inequalities for 
straight elements. 
By virtue of the choice of Vh9 Vhl9 Theorems 3 and 4, the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) 
are satisfied and Theorem 2 can be applied to the error estimates of Galerkin ap-
proximations. 
B. Let us consider curved elements, which do not describe the boundary exactly 
but only approximately. A detailed analysis of such elements can be found in [4]. 
Here we present only their construction briefly and restrict ourselves to the case of 
Lagrange interpolation. 
Let ti = {af}f=i be N different points of En9 K = conv (£) the closed convex hull 
and P a finite-dimensional space of functions defined on j£. Let S = {aj}fLi be 
another array of N points of En9 and suppose that there exists a mapping F from En 
into En such that 
(2.14) F is a simple mapping of K onto F(-S) , 
F = (Fl9 F29..., F„), FteP (i g n)9 F(dt) = ai9 i = 1,..., N , 
The set K = F(^) together with P defined by (2.3) will be called a curved element. 
While the mapping F of part A, describing arcs of F, could be relatively complicated, 
in the present case its components are from P, consequently polynomials in practice. 
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As the properties of approximability are concerned, there hold results similar to those 
for "straight" elements, provided that the curved elements do not differ "too much" 
from the straight ones. Let us show this on the example of simplicial elements. 
Let S = {a,}f=i be N different points of En, N ^ n + 1 where 
di = (0 , . . . , 1,0, ..., 0) l = i ^ n , 
dn+1 = (o,...,o) 
and fc = conv (t) is a non-degenerate n-simplex in En with the vertices du ..., dn+1. 
Let (Eft), (0 < h ^ 1) be a family of sets, each of them consisting of N different points, 
i.e. Eft = {ai}f=i, N ^ n + 1 (the subscripts h will be omitted for simplicity) and 
such that a! , . . . , an + 1 are vertices of a n-simplex Kft = Fft(K), where Fft is an affine 
regular mapping. Suppose that for each h e (0, 1> there exists a mapping Fft of the 
form (2.14) and let Kft = Fft(K) be the family of curved elements. Denote h the dia-
meter of Kft, Qh the diameter of a hypersphere inscribed in Kft and assume that there 
exists a0 > 0, independent of h, such that 
(2.15) -?- ;> «0 . 
h 
Let tlKu e P be the Lagrange interpolate of the function u on £ and define 
UKu(x) = ft^u(F
_1(x)) G P, where u = u(F_1(x)). Then the following result is true: 
Theorem 5. Let the following conditions be satisfied: 
a) Pk c P c C
k+1(£), fc ^ 1, fc integer 
P) the family (Kh) is regular in the sense of (2.15) 
y) Vz : n + 2 ^ i ^ N, ||a, - fi.fl = 0(h2), where at = Fh(at) 
d) for every integer j , 2 ^ j ^ fc + 1 fhere exisls a constant tj, independent 
of h and such that 
(2.16) sup [IV Fft(x)] ^ tjh
j . 
xe£ 
Then for every integer m, 0 ^ m ^ fc + 1, f/tere exists a constant c, independent 
of h, u and such that 
(2.17) |w-nxu |m^^ch
f c+1--| |u | |k+1 ,Kh 
holds for all u e Wk+1>2(Kh), fc + 1 > \n. 
For the proof we refer to [4]. 
If Jft(x)(Jft(x)) is the Jacobian of the mapping Fh(x) (Fh(x)), and if a) -5) are 
satisfied, then we have (cf. [4]) 
(2.18) Cl\J„{x)\ =g \j„(x)\ g c2\Jh(x)\ Vx e & 
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(2-19) sup [D F;\X)] = c3 sup [D F;\x)] . 
xeK xeK 
As Fh(x) = Bh* + b, where Bh is a regular matrix n x n, Jh(x) = const, and it 
follows that (cf. [4]) 
(2.19') sup[DFh~
1(x)] = HB;1!! =ch~' 
xeK 
where c does not depend on h. 
Using Lemma 3, (2.18) and (2.19) we obtain the local inverse inequality of the 
form (2.10) on Kh for the function of P. 
The "triangulation" 2Th of Q will consists from the curved elements along the 
boundary and straight elements. The curved elements have only one curved side, 
namely that, which approximates F. In the interior of Q we employ the straight 
elements, i.e. affine images of R. Suppose that 3Th is regular, i.e., such constant 
a0 > 0 exists that 
£ ^ a 0 V K , e ^ . 
hi 
Let Qh = u Kt with the boundary Th. In general Qh 4= Q. Define the finite-
KieZTn 
dimensional spaces Vh(Qh), Vhn(Qh): 
Vh(Qh) = {ve C(Qh) n W^
2(Qh), v\Ki e P, VK, e *Th}9 
(2.20) Vhn(Qh) = {v e Vh(Qh)9 v\rh = 0}, V(h9 hn) = [ V ^ ) ] " "
1 x Vhn(Qh) . 
If the curved elements satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5, then (2.17) and the well-
known properties of straight elements yield the approximability (ii) by spaces Vh, Vhn. 
Likewise the inverse inequality for Vh(Qh) follows easily. 
It is necessary to define newly the Galerkin approximations and the sense of their 
convergence. Let Q° => Q be a bounded domain. Then Q° z> Qh for sufficiently 
small h. Let the right-hand side f be defined on Q° and suppose that each component 
of the solution 1° can be extended from WU2(Q) into W1'2^0). We say that lh e 
e V(h9 hn) is a Galerkin approximation of 1°, if 
n~l def 
(2.21) BQh(l"; /i) = a-
2(j; £ Nj - aMn>„ + cc
2nn)Qh = [j; n]Qh V^ 6 V(h, hn) . 
j=i 
Here BQh denotes the bilinear form (1.11), where the corresponding scalar products 
are integrated on Qh. 
We define for X = (A,,..., Xn) e 2^(Qh) = [W
1 - 2 ^)]" the following 
M»A. = lV<lk + IPUk> 
» = i 
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WU = I Wlk + *"ЧWk + I IKvlk + IMk. 
i = l j=l 
и - 1 п = l 
Ч.I 
i = l 
l»U-II-.k + * Z W , + W * ' 
Lemma 5. For any X e ^(Qh) and fi e V(h, hn) it holds 
(2-22) |B f l h(A ; /i)|_c||A||A > f l h. | |M||,, f i h ) 
where c is independent of h and Qh. 
Proof is the same as in [1]. 
The error estimate will be derived on the basis of 
Theorem 6. Let 
(2.23) | |Hko f c -=^"
1 |Hk VveVh{Qh), 
where c does not depend on h and Qh. 
Then 
(2.24) | | i 0 - i * | M „ _ c r inf | i ° - M | U + sup J M _ f i _ _ _ l l . 
L.«eK(fc flin) c o * 0 \\(0\\h u 
(oeV(h,hn) " " ' "
 J 
Proof, Let us consider an arbitrary XeV(h, hn). Using (1.7), (1.8), (1.10), (1.11) 
and (1.23) we obtain 
л - l 
5flh(i; X)^cZ \\Xil - (n - 1) a0-
2h2+2£ £ ||iM||
2
h + ||i„>n||flh _ 
i = l i = l 
_ (i - c/t-)"sp.-ll̂  + \\Uk = c|i02*. 
i = l 
for sufficiently small h. 
Let >[* e V(h, h„) be the Galerkin approximation of 1° and fi e V(h, hn) arbitrary. 
Then Lemma 5, (2.23) and inequalities 
IWIM. -̂  | |A||„A VAe^(_2„), 
N U A - a CIHI*X V/i€V(ft, h„) 
result in 
(2.25) c||i* - /í||2,A„ _ ßflh(i* - A i* - fi) -
= 5flh(i" - i° ; i* - /I) + šfih(i
0 - /I; i" - /I) 
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Denoting co = lh — fie V(h, hn), we may write 
c|* - >i\U s |x° - /J|U + sup l-U^-a0;").. 
co*0 | | u ) | | 
coeVOi,/.*) 
Finally the assertion (2.24) follows easily, using also the "triangle" inequality. 
Remark 2.1. The occurence of the second term in the right hand side of (2.24) 
corresponds with the fact that the approximate solution is sought on the region 
Qh #= Q. While in part A we could choose the space Vhn of trial functions, approxi-
mating the last component, different from Vh9 by means of which the approximations 
of the first (n — 1) components is defined, here the situation is different. In the 
present case the "triangulation" 3Th and the space P are the same both for Vh(Qh) 
and Vhn(Qh). A modification, however, is possible as will be shown in the next section 
in Remark 3.1. First we define the space Vhn(Qhn) by choosing P and 3~hn, then carry 
out the "triangulation" 3Thn of Qhn in a suitable fashion in the sense of part A and set 
Vh(Qhn) - {v e C(Qhn\ v\Ki e P, VK, e ^ n } . 
Here P is the same both for Vhn(Qhn) and Vh(Qhn). 
3. APPLICATION OF QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION 
To illustrate the general theory of Lagrange interpolation of part B let us consider 
the following model problem 
(3.1) -Au =f in Q c E2 , 
u = 0 on F e C°° , 
where feWm>2(Q\ m = L 
It is well-known (cf. [5]) that precisely one solution u e Wm+2>2(Q\ n ^
2(Q\ 
exists such that 
grad u . grad v áx áy = fvdxáy VveWo1-2^) 
and 
||"L+2,n ^ cfl/|«,n> m ^ g ^ O . 
The solution u (the right-hand side / ) can be extended from Wm+2<2(n\ ; n t 0 
Wm+2a(E2) (from W
m'\Q) into Wm'\E2)) in such a way, that (cf. [5], c h pt 2 § 3) 
(3-2) M-+-A-a «M-+-A. J IIII-A'-a cl|/IUn 
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where jl and f denotes the extension of u and f on E2, respectively. Then also the 
extensions of the components X°u 12 of the solution 1° onto E2 are defined through 
(3.3) A ? = - ^ , ll = h—^ + u. 
dxx a0 dx2 
Let h > 0. Choosing N points Qu Q2,..., QN on F such that dist (gy, Qj + 1) = h 
(j = 1,..., N; QN+x = Qi), we may construct a polygon ^ determined by the vertices 
Qi,. . . . QN- Let ^ be a regular triangulation of Q'h with the following properties: 
(a) diam (Kf) ^ ft VKf e <r;, 
(b) every triangle has at most 2 vertices on F, 
(c) the whole segment QjQj+1, (j = 1,..., N) represents a side of a K,. 
The elements, having precisely two points on F, will be called boundary elements, 
the other interior ones. We shall modify the side QjQj+1 of every boundary element, 
as follows: in the centre of QjQj+1 we construct a perpendicular line and denote 
its intersection with F by Qj+1/2. The boundary arc of F will be approximated by 
the parabola determined by the triple Qj9 Qj+1/2, Qj+1. The domain with this 
modified piecewise parabolic boundary will be denoted by Qh and the corresponding 
system of elements by <Fh. The construction can be described in terms of isoparametric 
technique. Let K be the basic triangle with the vertices d1 = [0, 0], a2
 = [1> 0]> 
d3 = [0, 1] and the centres of sides a4 = [|, 0], d5 = [£, ]̂> d6 = [0, £]. Every 
interior element is an affine image of K. Every boundary element K e 3Th is an image 
of K for a mapping F : F2 -> E2, both components of which are polynomials of the 
degree at most two, and which is determined uniquely by the conditions F(dt) = at 
(i = 1,..., 6) (see the figure 1), where a5 = ^(a2 + a3), a6 = \(
ai + ^3) anci a4 1s 
found like Qj+1/2. 
Г a. 
Fig. 1. 
It is proved in [4],that in this case the mapping F is a C^diffeomorphism between j£ 
and K. Let the function t be defined on K. By ttKv we denote the quadratic Lagrange 
interpolate of v on K, i.e. 
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(i) I V 6 P = P2, 
(ii) fi£v(a/) = v(a\), * = U •••> 6-
Let Ke£Th,K = F(K) and set v(x) = v(F
_1(x)), x e K. The Lagrange interpolate 
n x v of the function v on K will be defined through the relation nKv(x) = 
= tlK^(F""
i(x)). For the error estimate we deduce from Theorem 5 
(3.4) \v-IIKv\j,K£ch
k~j\\v\\kfK9 k = 2 , 3 ; ]'£k; Vv e W
k,2(K). 
Let P be the space defined in (2.3) with P = P2, 
Vh ={ve C(Qh) n W
1,2(Qh)9 v\K eP9MKe^h}9 
Vh2 = {veVh, v\rh = 0} 
and define 
rh e&(W
k'2(Qh); Vh) n 2>(W
k-2(Qh) n W^
2(Qh); Vhl) 
by the relation 
rhv = IIxv on K e &"h . 
From (3.4) it follows 
(3.5) \\v-rhv\\jtQh = ch
k^\v\\kiQh9 k = 2 , 3 ; j = k; Vv e W
k,2(Qh) . 
In the forthcoming proof we shall need two auxiliary lemmas. 
Lemma 6. Let fe W0
1,2(Q) and set 
/ f in Q2n = {xeQ, dist (x9 F) < w} 
" \ 0 in Q2n = {x 6 .Q, dist (x, F) > 2rj} 
Then 
(3-6) \\fn\\a^c4f\\uo 
where c does not depend on rj. 
Proof. A particular case of a lemma of [7]. 
Next we shall extend also \i = (jnl9 fi2) e V(h9 h2) from Qh onto Q\Qh9 likewise 
we extend the functions u and f out of Q. As j.i2 e Vhl a WQ
1,2^), it suffices to extend 
fi2 out of Qh by zero. For ^ the situation is more difficult. Let K be a boundary 
curved element, determined by the points al9..., a69 and consider an adjoint element 
K*, which is determined by the points a\9..., a*, where a\ = al9 a* = al9 a* = a4 
and the remaining points are symmetric to the corresponding points of K with 
respect to the straight line axa2 (see fig. 2). 
If P is the space associated with the element K = F(K) according to (2.3), let P* 
denote the space associated with K* = F*(K) (with the same P = P2). 
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Let cp G P, 9* e P* be determined uniquely by the conditions (p(au = <xf = <p*(af) 
(a; G F1? i = 1, ..., 6) and set 
<?(*) on K, 
<2>(x) = ( 
\ <p*(x) on K* . 
Fig. 2. 
Then # defines an extension of cp from K on K*. It is readily seen that 
<2> G W12(K u K*). To this end it suffices to show that (p\a^2 = (p*\^2. As both F 
and F* is a C^diffeomorphism, it holds 
(3.7) <K*)|-Q = 0(*) > <P*(x)\wi = <?*(**) > *> ** e ^1^2 
x = F_1(x), x* = F*_1(x). 
The assertion follows easily from (3.7) and from the fact, that both components 
of F, F*, cp and (p* are quadratic polynomials and a* = au a* = a2, a* = a49 
therefore x = x* and cp = <p* on d1d2. 
Extension of ixx on Q\Qh will consist of the extensions from every boundary 
element Ki = Fi(K) onto its adjoint Kf = Ff(K) (i = 1 , . . . , N(h)), described 
above. For sufficiently small h we have obviously 
N(h) 
Q c u K* u Qh. 
i = l 
The extension of fit onto ;Q will be denoted by fil9 the space of all extension by 
V(h) and set 
V(h, h2) = V(h) x V(h2) 
(recall that the functions of V(h2)
 a r e extended by zero out of Qh). We may write 
N(h) 
Q\Qh = u Gi9 
t = i 
where Gt c K*. 
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As dist (F, Fh) S ch
3, dist (Qp Qj+1) S h ( j=-l , ...,N; Fh is the boundary 
of Qh) and the conditions (2.19), (2.19') hold, we obtain 
N(h) p N(h) 
(3.8) \\m^h = Z |^i(x)|
2 dx S Z max ^(xf mes (Gt) ^ 
i = l J G . i = l x e K i * 
N(h) N(h) 
= ch* E max |/.'.'>(x)|
2
 = ch* £ l ^ l l l = 
i = l ZeK i = l 
N(h) /» N(fc) /* 
= ch* £ |M°(F^))|- dx = ch
4 E sup |/Fi-,(x)| |M'>(x)|
2 dx = 
i = l J t f i = l xeKi J K. 
= c h i / z j ^ (M'>(x) = ^Fffx)), M'>(x) = ^ ' ( E r ' W ) ) , 
using also Fubini's theorem and the equivalence of the norms in C(K) and L2(K) 
on finite-dimensional subspaces. Similarly we may write 
N(h) N(h) /• 
(3.9) I K i i i U , = Z ll^iallGi ^ c Z [^ MiW]2 dx ^ 
i = l i = l J G i 
TO) 
^ c Z max [D /^(x)]2 mes (G() ^ 
i = l xeK i* 
N(h) N(h) 
= ch
4 E ^ p [Z> F * » ] max [D /.<<>(*)]2 = ch
2 £ ||M'>||| 
i = l xeK i* xeK i = l 
making use of (2.19) and of the fact that D is bounded as a linear operator on a finite-
dimensional space. The remaining estimates are the same as in the previous case. 
We obtain 
(3-10) H/I^ll^chll/iJ2,,. 
Lemma 7. For any fi1 e V(h) it holds 
(3.H) llAlkuA) ^ * 3 / l A * i l k 
(3.12) ||£i,i||A(*?,*-h) -̂  c / l l / 2 | K l k 
where A(Q, Qh) = (Q \ Qh) u (Qh \Q) and c is independent of h. 
Proof. 
||^ilU(D,^h).= ||^i||fl\fih + H/̂ i II flh\fl-
The first term has been estimated in (3.8), the second one can be treated similarly. 
(3.12) follows from the estimate (3.10) by an analogous way. 
Using the same approach, we can show that 
(3.13) MOM = ch3'2\\co2\\ah Vco2 e V(h2) c WJ'
2(Qh) 
(3A4) K - B « . \ - - s chl'2\\co2\\ah. 
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The estimate (3.13) can be improved on the basis of Lemma 6 and the inverse inequal-
ity (cf. (3.20') below). 
The main result of the section is the following 
Theorem 7. Let the extended solution u of (3.1) belong to WPf2(Q), the solution 
1° = (A°,12) of (1.12) be extended on Q and l
heV(h,h2) denote its Galerkin 
approximation. 
Then 
Il̂ ° - ÎU,ft, ^ ĉ Uu|[p,0 + c^ciiuju^ + H/IU], 
where 
(3.15) 8 = min [1, e] for p = 3 , 
ô = min [2, є] for p = 4 , 
y = min [2, f + є] . 
Proof. Using the definition of ||. || f t i3h, (3.2), (3.3) and the properties of approxima-
bility by the space V(h, h2), (cf. (3.5)), we show easily that 
(3-16) inf | | P - 0)|kflH = C * ' M - . J . 
coeV(h,h2) 
where 6 is defined in (3.15). Now 
sup 1M! - ^ sH - sup l^
0 -^) ! 
..?&) H , M * *&*> H U 
As .0̂  = O u (JQA \ O) \ (;Q \ .Qft), we may write on the basis of (2.21) 
Bah(X° - 1"; &) = SJX
0; c5) - [/; o>]fih = 
= - 5 n W ( , ( I
0 ; &) + 5 f l(I°; d3) + 
+ BahXa(l°; &) + [/; (3] n W h - [/; d>]fl - [/; (3]n(Af l . 
Inserting 
Sn(l°; &) = [/; S] f l 
we obtain finally 
(3A60 sup [ M ! _ z Z i M < s u p feFiM + 
«-$&> •*-»* .-*&> ,1<511M2 
+ s u p l
g "-^ 0 ;^) l + s u p 1 J M W K | + s u p ILftfWI. 
^*° Uplift hi < s*° Uplift ft2 ^*° ll^llft,ft2 
&eV(h,h2) " " '
 2 c5enft,ft2) " " ' 2 <SeP(ft,ft2) " " '
 2 
We show the estimates for the first and third term. According to (1.10) we may write 
(3.17) B^Dh(l°\ cb) = st?lltn\nJA\ &i) + ^1Un\Qh(l
0
2\ cot) -
~" *** 1 2 , I Q \ D H ( ^ 1 ' C02) ~ tS^22,Q\Qh\^2i &2J • 
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Let Q° => Q. For sufficiently small h, Qh c Qo wft ^ +• i *. ,„«-*. -., „ , /„ „x - „ • W e estimate the members of 
(3A7) by means of Lemma 7 and (3.2), as follows 
(3.18) k n . o \ o K ; <3.)| = ||A?||A(fi>fih) fl^fl^ g ) + 
+ ch2+21|A?(1 | |A(fi.f ih) | |<5l>l |U(fl j f l^
h 
= cn3'2||<Slii0)i max |A?(x)| (mes (A(í2, Í2,,)))
1" + cfcS/2+2t|i, 
2 , f l | | ш l | | O h 
c(h3 + h5/2 + 2 e) ||u|| 
i3.o IPIIM, • 
Here we make use of the estimates (cf. (3.8)) m e s (A(Q, Qh)) < ch
4 N(h) N(h) < 
= ch'
1 and of the imbeding of W2-2(Q°) into C(f2°). Similarly ~ ~ 
(3-19) k2 1,fl\ f i h(l2; <3i)| =
 cftl+1l^2.2|A(o i f ih)||c31(1||A(fi)fl)>) + 
+ |J2|kfl,flh) I«»l.t||A(OA) = C(h
2 + h3/2+e) | u | | 3 n - ^ ^ 
(3-20) K 1 2 . f l W K ; co2)| = cft
1+«||A?(1|A(fi(flh) |co 2 ) 2 | |A ( n ) f l H ) + 
2,ß ||ö||ÄўÄ2 -f | |A? f l | |д (ßfflћ ) | |c5 2 | |Д ( ßfß ћ ) + | |^ l , l | |A(Sl, f .> h ) \\™2\\A(n,Qh) -^ 
by virtue of the Friedrichs inequality 
| f ia |k = INI«* ^ c||d>2>2||0. = c||d)2f2 | | f lh 
with c independent of h, Qh. 
To estimate | |S 2 | | A ( 0 f f l h ) = ||co2||oh\n we use Lemma 6. We know that dist (F, rh) ^ 
<; ch3. Inserting r\ = ch3 and defining {a)2\ as in Lemma 6, we obtain from (3.6) 
(3.20') H U W ^ K^XIk ^ ch
3Ico2||1>flh ^ 
^ ^ 2 | N k S ch2\\co2f2\\Qh ^ ch
2\\cb\\hM 
using also the inverse inequality on Q and the Friedrichs inequality for co2. Con­
sequently, we have 
ki2,n\flK.fi 2 ) | = c(/j
3/2+* + h2) | | u | 3 , f i | H | M l . 
As ^22,n\Qh(^2;fi2)
 = 0 follows from c52 = 0 on Q\Qh, we estimate only 
s/22,ah\a- Note that 
d 
T~- (u&2) dx = 0 ľ 
J ßh\ß 
because u = 0 on T and co2 = 0 on Tft. Thus using also (3.12), (3.14) we derive 
k 2 2 . o h \ n $ ; &2)\ = \{A,2\ fi2.2)| + oc\{(X°2,2; <32) + $ ; <*-.-)}. = 
= ch
3/2+£||м||2,fi |cđ2 | | f ih + c mes (A(ß, Qh)) max 
õx2 
(x) ||c52.2||nh\o + 
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+ ch~ 
+ c max 
xeП° 
M .И + (£ i * > ) + ( ' : *» ) + ť "(£ i 
á c(h3/2+* + h2) | |н | | 3 , 0 |<S | M 2 + ch




(*) mes (A(ß, Ûà)) h
1/2|И2||ßh й c(h
3/2+£ + h2) | и | з , a |ш||Ä,, 
Finally 
(3.22) ][/; <5.]0.0.| ^ сп
2 + 2 « |/ | 4 ( 0 > „., Ц ^ Д И ^ А , + 
+ С ^ + | |/||А(Д,Оь) | Р 2 , 2 | | А ( Д . Я Ь ) + |/ | |А(»,Яь) | Р 2 | | А ( Я , О Ь ) = 
= c(/г
3 / 2 + e + h3) eo ft,Й2 
The assertion of Theorem 7 follows from (3.16), (3.16') and the estimates of the 
form(3.17)-(3.22). 
Theorem 8. Let u be the extended solution of (3A), u e WP>2(Q°), lh = (lhu 12) e 
e V(h, h2) the solution of (2.21). Then it holds 






+ IІИ - I2II0, Ś 2||í3h 
Пh 
< Ch>|| p,o + Cfc"[||ttfl3,0 + | / | | a ] 
where d is defined in (3.15) and y1 = min [1 + e, 2]. 












h1+e d2u du dl\ 
+ a0 ðx\ ðx2 ðx 
h1+t 
+ ll"l 2,Я 
« h 
= ||A? - l\\\Qh + | | ^ , 2 - l\a\\nh + — H k , = ||A° - 1*1*,*, + — ||f|U. 
a0 a0 
Using Theorem 7 and Friedrichs inequality we obtain (3.23). 
Remark 3.1. From the practical point of view it is important, that a finer mesh 
can be used for kt than for I 2 . Let us illustrate the approach on the preceding example, 
thus showing also how to deal also with more general cases. 
First we carry out the "triangulation" 2Thi of the region Q and construct the space 
Vhl(Qhl) with P = P2. A finer "triangulation" ^h of the domain Qhl can be obtained 
by a triangulation of every element Kt e $~hl. Here the "triangulation" of a curved 
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element K^ e 3Thl is to be comprehended in the sense of part A of the preceding 
Section, i.e. the curved boundary (which is now described by a quadratic function) 
is reproduced exactly. 
We set 
Vh{Qh2) = {v e C(Qh2)9 v\Kt e P, VK, e #"h} 
where P is defined by means of P = P2 through (3.2). 
The rate of convergence, analogous to (3.23), follows by the same line of thought 
as previously. 
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Souhrn 
KŘIVOČARÉ PRVKY VE SMÍŠENÉ METODĚ KONEČNÝCH PRVKŮ, 
BLÍZKÉ ROVNOVÁŽNÉMU MODELU 
JAROSLAV HASLINGER, IVAN HLAVÁČEK 
V [1], [2] autoři odvodili nový typ smíšené metody konečných prvků, spočívající 
v tom, že Galerkinovy aproximace jsou vektorové funkce, jejichž (n — 1) složek 
konverguje k vybraným složkám co-gradientu řešení a zbývající složka k řešení 
samotnému. Tato práce je pokračováním [1]. Studuje se možnost použití dvou typů 
křivočarých elementů, zavedených jednak podle [3] a jednak v [4]. V poslední části 
je postup ukázán na modelovém příkladu a je odvozen řád konvergence Galerki-
novských aproximací. 
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